
I. Introduction

M ULTITARGET trackers have achieved efÞcient and
robust performance in many challenging scenarios as

reported in [1]Ð[9]. Okumaet al. Þrst proposed a combi-
nation of AdaBoost for object detection with particle Þlter
for multitarget tracking in [4]. This combination addresses
both detection and consistent track information in the same
framework and leads to fewer failures than either one on
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Þxed number of interacting ants efÞciently, by sampling from
the target posterior distribution in particle Þlter using MCMC
sampling. While in [11], dynamic spatial patterns inside the
targets are represented by using a mixture of MRF. Local and
global relations among multiple targets and preferences are
encoded into pairwise potential functions of MRF. To track
targets in high density crowd, Ali and Shah [12] utilized crowd
ßow and scene layout constraints to predict future state of the
target by learning static ßoor Þeld, dynamic ßoor Þeld, and
boundary ßoor Þeld. While in [13], linear trajectory avoidance
(LTA) model of dynamic social behavior is proposed. It needs
to be trained off-line with videos taken from top-view angle.
Then it can be applied for predicting the states of targets. As
the environment in surveillance applications is usually Þxed,
determined uniquely. Even though the earlier efforts [19]Ð[21]
were made to tackle this problem through imposing constraints
on relationships among different kernels or selecting motion
models, there still exist many open problems especially for
multitarget tracking. For example, how to select kernel? How
many kernels or motion models should be used? One of the
most important problems is how to model the interaction
among multiple objects for kernel-based tracker. This has been
partially investigated for articulated object tracking [20], where
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Fig. 5. Blue, orange, pink, and yellow fan-shape areas are RA of person A,
RA of B, RA of C, and RA of D, respectively.

where Nt is the number of the tracked targets at time t,1 λg is
the gravity constant, xi

t , vi
t , and gi

t represent ith object’s state,
velocity (pink arrow in Fig. 2), and VD at frame t, respectively.
θ (red θ in Fig. 2) is the angular displacement between vi

t and
gi

t . The first item in (1) is referred to as VG field. Fig. 4 shows
an example of VG field of a VD and its VG toward objects.

B. Interaction Between A Moving Object and Other
Neighboring Objects

When an object is moving, it usually does not ignore
its surroundings. For example, if there is a stranger close
to a walking person, he would be normally aware of this
stranger’s motion. When watching a person walking toward
him, what would this person do? Change moving direction to
avoid the oncoming collisions or just continue to walk with
the original velocity. Generally, most people will choose the
former action. However, intuitively a person could not notice
all of his surroundings because of his eyesight and some other
factors. Research about inter personal space distance and the
corresponding actions in anthropology pointed out that within
a certain distance (called “public distance” in [24]), people
would become aware of objects in front and begin to take
actions to avoid the oncoming collisions with them. In other
words, if other people enters some psychological areas around
a person’s physical body, the person may feel anxious. In other
words, only objects within this area have influences on that
person. This is very similar to cross-section of reconnaissance
radar within which objects can be detected by radar. Therefore,
the term reconnaissance area (RA) of a person could be defined
as the space around him, where if other objects enter, he will
start to pay attention to their motions. As in common scenes,
people usually only care areas in front, so we limit RA as
a fan-shaped area as shown in Fig. 5, where four pedestrians
are the tracked targets and their RAs are labeled with different
colors. It can be seen that B is in A’s RA while A is not in
B’s. In this paper, we simply assume that object A has a direct
effect on object B if and only if A is in the RA of B. So
the interactions among moving objects are asymmetrical. For
simplicity, we define interactive neighbor (IN) of an object as
the neighbor that has direct effect on it.

In most cases, if B is in A’s RA, A will take actions to
avoid colliding with B or keep a certain distance from it. It
seems that B has a kind of repulsion force that prevents A from
getting closer to it. Borrowing the concept of repulsion force in
physics, we refer the effect of an object to another as its virtual
repulsion (VR) force. Intuitively, VR between different objects

1Here, for simplicity, we can consider t as the time of tth frame. So we
need not consider the frame interval.

Fig. 6. Four persons walk with different velocities (denoted by pink arrows).
We take person C for example and illustrate the effects of person A, B,
and D.

is not the same. For example, a fast moving oncoming car is
more dangerous than a person who walks away. Therefore, the
car has stronger VR. Fig. 5 presents another example, where
both people B and C are INs of person A. However, apparently
C is more dangerous to person A because she walks toward
him. We also notice that even though B is closer to A than
C, B walks away from person A and is not dangerous at all.
As a result, person A will first take actions to avoid colliding
with C. It could be explained that C has stronger VR toward
A than B. We can also say that C has stronger VR than B
and this force becomes the dominant VR that compels A to
change his moving direction and speed. Meanwhile, although
D and A have the same velocity, C will pay more attention to
D because D is closer than A. So it is reasonable to say that for
C, VR of D is stronger than that of A. According to previous
research [24], there exist some other objective factors, such
as gender, age, eyesight, which affect the calculation of VR
in reality. But according to the state-of-the-art technology in
computer vision, it is difficult to obtain these objective factors
accurately without prior knowledge. Here for generality, we
only consider two subjective factors: distance and velocity,
and model the VR between two objects in the following way.

Let vik
t denote the velocity of kth IN of the target xi

t at time
t, ϑ represent angular displacement between relative position
vector xi

t − xik
t and relative velocity vector vik

t − vi
t . As shown

in Fig. 6, the blue arrow is the relative position vector of C
to A and the blue dotted arrow is the relative velocity vector
of A to C. Angular displacement between the two vectors is
labeled as red ϑ. Then we can derive the smallest distance
P(xi

t, x
ik
t ) between the two objects if they do not take any

changes and the time T (xi
t, x

ik
t ) that will take them to reach

the closest position

T (xi
t, x

ik
t ) =� xi

t − xik
t � /(� vik

t − vi
t � cos ϑ) (2)

P(xi
t, x

ik
t ) =� xi

t − xik
t � ctanϑ. (3)

Combining the above analysis, repulsion model between an
object xi

t and its IN xik
t is formulated as

VR(xi
t, x

ik
t ) ∝ exp

(
−P2(xi

t, x
ik
t )

σ2
p

)
exp

(
−T 2(xi

t, x
ik
t )

σ2
t

)
xi

t − xik
t

� xi
t − xik

t �︸ ︷︷ ︸
direction of VR

, k = 1, 2, · · · , Ni
t

(4)

where Ni
t is the number of INs of xi

t .
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Fig. 9. Some tracking results on test videos using VGT. Trajectories of some interesting targets are represented by curves of the corresponding colors.
(a) Frame 677 in Òairport.Ó (b) Frame 210 in Òegtest01.Ó (c) Frame 9165 in Òseqhotel.Ó (d) Frame 14 745 in Òseqhotel.Ó (e) Frame 424 in Òlow-frame rate
video.Ó

Fig. 10. Some tracking results on test videos using KMT. (a)Ð(e) correspond to Fig. 9(a)Ð(e), respectively.

Fig. 11. Some tracking results on test videos using VRT. Trajectories of
some interesting targets are represented by curves of the corresponding colors.
(a) Frame 394 in Òairport.Ó (b) Frame 8293 in Òseqhotel.Ó (c) Frame 413 in
Òlow-frame rate video.Ó

Fig. 12. Some tracking results on test videos using KMT. (a), (b), and
(c) correspond to Fig. 11(a), (b), and (c), respectively.

consecutive frames and KMT fails in tracking her. As shown
in Fig. 9(e), VGT could handle this situation.

2) Analysis of the Effectiveness of VR:Our intention
of proposing the VR model is to prevent the tracker from
confusing targets when they are getting close. Fig. 11 shows
some representative examples of the tracking results using
VRT. From Fig. 12(a) and (b), we can see that VR could
help our tracker effectively by not confusing two neighboring
targets. In Fig. 12(a), two people walk toward the same
direction and KMT mistakes target 2 for target 0 because their
appearances are similar. However, according to our VR model,
target 2 has VR toward target 0, so tracking result of target 0
using VRT would not drift to target 2 as shown in Fig. 12(a).
In Fig. 11(c), target 3 and target 4 move toward each other and
thus have VR on each other. So, VRT could track each target
accurately while KMT fails in tracking target 4 as shown in

Fig. 12(c). However, when a target does not have any INs,
VRs do not exist and VRT degrades into KMT.

B. Qualitative Comparison Results

From the above analysis, we know that VG could keep tar-
gets moving toward their VDs while VR prevents targets from
collision when they are getting close to each other. So IKMT
which combines the two interaction models could decrease
false positives and false negatives during tracking. We compare
the performance of our proposed IKMT with KMT based on
[17] and 2DLTA which uses LTA [13] model directly as a
prediction model of 2-D position for mean-shift tracker [28].
The values provided in [13] for parameters (� d and� W) in LTA
model cannot be used because they are designed for 3-D world
coordinate. So we set� 1 = 2.33, � 2 = 2.073, � = 1.462, � =
0.73, and then try different values for� d, � W and select the op-
timal values. The iteration step for gradient descent algorithm
is set to be 0.003 and the maximum iteration times is 100.

1) Experiments on Various Public Datasets:We select
three videos from three different datasets. The Þrst video
ÒÞghtÓ is provided in [30]. It contains 299 frames and the
size of each frame is 720× 576. Four boys run and chase
each other in the scene. Two boys wear similar white shirts,
which increases some difÞculties for the tracking methods.
Moreover, occlusion occurs once in a while, which makes
multitarget tracking more difÞcult. The four boys do not
have a constant destination and their VDs do not remain the
same and change all the time. Thanks to our dynamic VD
selection during tracking, we could assign an effective VD
for every target. Fig. 13 shows some tracking results using
IKMT, KMT, and 2DLTA, respectively, before and after an
occlusion. In frame 95, the appearances of target 3 are very
similar to its surroundings, so KMT and 2DLTA fail in tracking
it [frame 135, Fig. 13(b), (c)]. BeneÞting from the proposed
interaction models, IKMT achieves much better results as






